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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 In order for the business to survive in a competitive landscape, business must be willing 

to adapt and change follow the flow of time. In addition, for a business to thrive, it is crucial for 

it to be continually innovating and improving. Therefore, to ensure our business keep on 

thriving and succeed, we take a risk to make an innovating to our product which has never 

been offered by any other existing business. For the report of my business opportunity, I will 

explain further on our product under our name business. In this report, there will be a detail of 

our business such as my business profile as well as my profile and my product. The report 

includes the background of our business which explain the journey of the brand gift box and 

surprise service in business industry. Moreover, there must be a significance meaning behind 

every product and business name. The report also provided the meaning and the history 

behind the surprise milkshake name.  

 For this business, we have gone through various challenges and tests while running 

the business from time to time. Many incidents occur such as lack of capital, customers 

cancelling orders last time, lack of sleep, miscommunication between team and leader, and 

others. In addition, profits and losses also occur between us because of mistakes, capital is 

not clear, budget is not equal to capital, and so on. From the beginning of the business journey 

until now, many of us have been through a lot of bitterness, tired of being as we are now. In 

this report, I will describe about my plans before activities and my plans after activities for our 

business. 

In the future, we will improve on the shortcomings that exist among us as a group and 

group leader. We will also make a promotion for a long term so that our group can be known 

as a successful business. 

 

 

 

  



PROJECT DESCRIPTION (BEFORE ACTIVITY) 

 

For my ent300 subject, my lecture gave me an assignment and I need to make a business. 

Before I start my business, I should plan about what product that I want to sell, for whom I will 

sell, when I will sell, what price I will sell, where I will sell and how I will sell.  

 

PRODUCT 

At first, I did not know what product to sell, and then my friend recommends me to sell 

something that was in high of demand. So, I decided to sell a gift box and make surprise 

delivery services. I sell this product by being an agent under my friend. I decided to sell the 

gift box and make a surprise delivery service because I am sure that my product will high of 

demand since there are many people that looking for any gift or present that they want to give 

to their partner, member, family or others person. I also sure that everyone will looking for 

something through online due to covid-19 pandemic. In the gift box, I will produce something 

like chocolate, scarves, perfumes, makeup set, balloon, octopus’ toy and also cake.  

 

PRICE 

 For price, I will discuss with my leader about what price I will sell for each box. As my 

plan, the cost for each box about RM7 to RM40 for each box. Then, I will sell about RM10 to 

RM50 for each box. So that I will get profit about RM3 to RM10 for each product. I will list 

product that I will sell below: 

Product Price I buy (cost) Price I sell Profits earn 

Chocolate only RM7 RM10 RM3 

Chocolate + Scarves RM10 RM13 RM3 

Chocolate + Perfumes RM14 RM18 RM4 

Chocolate + Makeup set RM20 RM28 RM8 

Chocolate + balloon RM20 RM25 RM5 

Balloon + Makeup set RM25 RM30 RM5 

Makeup set + Scarves  RM20 RM30 RM10 

Makeup set + Scarves + Perfumes RM30 RM35 RM5 

Octopus toy + Chocolate + Scarves RM28 RM35 RM7 

Cake+ Makeup set+ chocolate+ 

Balloon+ Scarves+ Perfume. 

RM40 RM50 RM10 

 

WHERE’S 


